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Abstract:
As people age, it becomes more difficult to maneuver on their own, due often to physical and health issues.
The Smart Walker provides unobtrusive health monitoring for its user. This health monitoring is built into a regular
walker, which can be used during daily life. It collects and communicates vital health data to an external source. The
Smart Walker utilizes a heart rate camera, a simple webcam, strain gauges, and force sensors to monitor the
temperature, heart rate, and use tendencies of the user. There are also microphone arrays, which help to locate the
user based on sounds. Utilizing all of these inputs, the Smart Walker navigates autonomously to the user with the
help of the Kinect for obstacle detection as well as a pair of motors, one on each of the legs closest to the user.
Introduction:
Elderly individuals have difficulties maneuvering on their own, so the use of a walker is often vital. These
walkers do little more than provide support for the user when they are with the device, however. They provide a
perfect opportunity for an improvement in health care monitoring, as they are with the user throughout so much of
the day. The Smart Walker looks to take advantage of this opportunity by providing monitoring of key vitals, while
also detecting any falls the use may have while using the walker and navigating to them during that “Emergency
mode.”
This is the first iteration of the Smart Walker project. Other smart walker devices that were researched were
shown to be bulky, robot-like, and very heavy. The team developed several solutions to address these concerns when
designing the Smart Walker. The most important aspect to keep in mind throughout the design phase was to
maintain the aesthetics of the walker, in order to increase the likelihood that an elderly patient would be inclined to
use the product in daily life.
Nomenclature
NSF- National Science Foundation
RIT - Rochester Institute of Technology
SBC - Single Board Computer
SNR - Signal-to-Noise Ratio
UGALS - User-Guided Assistive Listening System
USB - Universal Serial Bus
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Walker Structure and Component Placement
The design of the drive system for the Smart Walker required several different calculations to be made.
From the specifications sheet, it was determined that the speed should be about 0.5m/s and should be reached in 0.75
seconds. The average walking speed for a person is about 1.4 m/s and we wanted the walker to be able to locate a
fallen person in less than an hour. A max velocity of 1.4 m/s would be too fast for obstacle avoidance. Thus a lower
value of about 0.5 m/s could navigate the room effectively and well within the required time limit. After a
reasonable speed was determined the time to reach that speed needed to be adjusted. Accelerating too quickly ran
the risk of burning out the motors and causing issues with obstacle avoidance. This time to reach maximum speed
resulted in an acceleration of 0.66m/s2.
The motor torque, as well as an acceptable gear ratio, also were determined in order to choose the motors.
The inertial analysis of the system concluded that an output torque of between 260 - 270 oz.-in would be acceptable
to overcome the inertial forces without slipping. A gear ratio of 3 was chosen due to the smaller ratios (less than 1:5)
that bevel gears generally come in. The motor selected was a 12v Pololu 37D 50:1 Metal Gearmotor which has a
free run RPM of 200, a stall torque of 170 oz.-in and stall current load of 5 amps.
Initially, the walker was designed to weight about 20kg or less, as detailed in the design case below.
However, after decisions were made on the battery and to include an SBC, the total weight of our system went up.
Due to the necessary increase in torque, the amperage also increased to an outstanding 11.981 amps. This would
burn out the motors and motorcontroller and drain the battery at too rapid a rate when in use. To remedy this, the
time to reach max velocity was increased to 1.0 second. This dropped the values of the torque and current to ones
well within operating range for both the motor and the microcontroller.
Design:
When designing the motor systems un-obtrusiveness was first in mind. We wanted to make sure as the
patient walked they did not have to try and avoid kicking the motor assembly. For this reason, some of the original
concepts were eliminated, as they would have protruded into the walking space.

Figure 1: A Few Rough Conceptual Drive System Designs
The final design involved a set of beveled gears which allowed the motor to be mounted vertically along
the walker leg. This helped minimize obtrusiveness. In the design process, two specific loading cases were designed
for; one in which the walker was moving and in which someone was sitting on the walker. Analysis for bearings and
the shafts had to be done in both cases. In the case where the walker was moving, the force generated from the gears
had to be determined (See Gear Analysis), which developed the need for an axial load accepting bearing. An
ANSYS model was used to identify any weakness in the shafts (See Shaft Analysis Section). Due to the additions of
the motors it was important not to change the geometry of the walker. This was assured by not changing the angle
of the back leg or the axel height.
Gear force Calculations:
Although bevel gears usually don’t give the greatest mechanical advantage due to the generally small gear
ratios, the torque output was not great enough that this was an issue. Another consideration was the fact that bevel
gears have an axial force from the pinion on the gear because of the pressure angle created. Therefore, the forces
acting on the shaft needed to be calculated so that the correct bearing types for this application could be selected.
The first case considered for force analysis of the gears was when the walker was running autonomously
and the only weight on the shaft and bearings was from the walker itself. It was assumed that each leg would hold
approximately ¼ of the total weight resulting in a normal force where the shaft contacted the wheel. Below, shows
the shaft set-up and the forces acting upon it in a free-body diagram.
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Figure 2: Free Body Diagram of Shaft Configuration - Case 1
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Table 1: Tabulated Values from Force and Movement Analysis Case 1
The second case that was considered was when the walker was supporting the full-weight 200 lb user in
addition to itself, but was not in motion. It was assumed that each wheel took ¼ of the weight and that the resulting
normal force acted in the center of where the wheel contacted the shaft.

Figure 3: Free Body Diagram of Shaft Configuration – Case 2
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Table 2: Tabulated Values of Force and Moment Analysis Case 2
It is important to note that from Case 2 there are no forces from the gears because the motor is not
operating. This means that the pinion is not rotating and there is no force imparted on the gear. It also means there
will be no axial force and the bearings will only be taking the combined z and y forces (radially). The max values
from both of these Cases, a stress analysis on the shaft could be completed in addition to the selection of the proper
bearings.
Drive shaft Strength
The walker is a medical device and therefore its integrity under rated conditions is of upmost importance.
Structurally, the drive shaft is the only designed load-bearing component and thus the primary focus for strength.
The worst-case conditions were taken to be the maximum rated load (200 lbf individual in the seat of the walker)
and maximum torque input from the motor. All FEA was completed via ANSYS and then checked via hand
calculation (shear-force & bending moment diagrams).
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The shaft was found to support the weight of a 200 lbf individual with confidence. As can be seen in
Figure 4 (ignoring the region marked by Mx), the maximum bending stress experienced by the drive shaft is
approximately 13 ksi, which is well below the yield strength of even mild steel.

Figure 4: Normal Stress (X-Component)

Figure 5: Loads and Constraints

However, under full input from the motor, the Y-component normal stress is found to exceed the yield
strength of mild steel (approximately 54 ksi).

Figure 6: Load and Constraints - Gear Input

Figure 7: Normal Stress (Y-Component) - Gear Input

Concern for driveshaft strength and deflection from ANSYS and complementary hand calculations from
gear input led to a joint countermeasure to ensure margin. A shaft material change (1018 to 1566 steel) along with a
mild steel “filler” between the shaft and thrust bearing was adapted into the powertrain. The material change
increases the yield strength and the “filler” eliminates the cantilever arm between gear and thrust bearing—reducing
loads and deflection.
Bearing Selection:
The next step was to spec the bearings. The driving parameters were internal shaft diameter, axial thrust
loads, and static thrust loads. For the walker, rpm and heat buildup were not seen as a concern. The small non-axial
load accepting bearing was chosen by shaft size. In order to use a roller or axial load acceptable bearing, a minimum
of a ½ inch shaft diameter was needed from the supplier. At this point the available bearing was well above the
needed load requirements.
Strain to 3-dimensional dual force
Solution for Compliance per Area Matrix (calibration step):
(eq. 1)
Solution for Force:
(eq. 2)
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The concept behind stability monitoring on the walker is rooted in the compliance of the walker’s structure.
The constant [k] represents the elastic modulus and area. The matrix [k] is solved via a “calibration”. The walker is
constrained, known loads are input to the left and right arms, and the strain response is recorded. Equation 1
represents the solution to [k] based on the outputs [ε] and [F] obtained from the “calibration”. Force input from the
user can then be revealed live as strain response is matrix-multiplied by the Moore-Penrose inverse of [k] (shown in
eq. 2). This method is advantageous over single-point force sensors for its three dimensional output and robust
capability (input point does not need to be considered).
Concern for driveshaft strength and deflection arose during the design process from ANSYS and
complementary hand calculations. The small diameter of the shaft driven portion coupled with the placement of
gears/bearings resulted in a stress beyond the yield of mild steel and deflection potentially detrimental to proper gear
meshing. To combat this, we implemented a shaft material change and added a steel “filler” between the shaft and
thrust bearing to decrease the cantilever lever arm between the gear and thrust bearing.
Basket and Camera Mounting
The basket of the walker holds all of the electrical components, including the battery, a single board
computer (SBC), a motor controller, a microcontroller, the power distribution board, and the microprocessor boards
for the strain gauges, microphone arrays, and force sensors. In order to ensure that everything would meet the size
requirements of the basket, the configuration of all the components was laid in CAD during the design phase. The
basket was approximately 8 inches long by 15 inches wide and only 6 inches tall originally. It was determined that
the components needed more space, so the straps were lengthened to give 11 inches in height.
In order to secure all of the component inside the basket, a quarter inch thick sheet of acrylic was purchased
to mount the components on. Each of the components are held down by nuts, bolts and brackets or either plastic or
metal depending of the nature of the component.
The SBC and the batteries were centered in the basket due to their large weight. The remainder of the
components were distributed to both sides of the basket as evenly as possible. The even distribution of weight inside
the basket will assist the walker to move along a straight path when in “search mode.”
It was very important that the Kinect be placed on the walker in a location that is secure and out of the way
yet maintains a wide visual range. It was decided to drive the walker in the opposite direction of use so the Kinect
must face that direction also. It was mounted on a metal platform that was bolted into the frame of the walker. This
allowed the team to utilize the motorized pivot built into the Kinect to maximize the field of view. A 3 inch wide, 15
inch long and 1/8 inch thick sheet of 5052 Aluminum was bent into a unique shape that would allow the bracket to be
bolted to the walker at a near 45° angle while still allowing the Kinect to sit parallel with the ground. The material
was chosen for its formable, lightweight, and structural properties. An attachment piece manufactured for the Kinect
was purchased at BestBuy. The attachment remains bolted in place onto the bracket and allows the Kinect to
securely snap on and off with ease.
Trouble Shooting:
In maufaturing it was determined that the orginal method of attaching the wheel was not possible, due to
the fact that there was no effective way of machining a hole without the rim of the wheel being in the way. A new
concept of bolting the wheel on from the end of the axel is now being used. This uses the frictional force between
the wheel and the shaft to prevent rotation.
Original hole
for wheel
attachment

Original flat for
gear
engagement

Figure 8: Original Concept for Wheel
Attachment and Gear Engagement
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Figure 9: Actual Design for Wheel Attachment
The orginal design process called for the gear to be attached to the drive shaft through a set screw positioned against
a flat in shaft. After a few attempts to make this work the first set of shaft was ultimatlely scraped and new shafts
were made with a threaded through hole. This design has proven much more robust.

Figure 10: Solution to Gear Slip
Mechanical Recommendation:
The mechanical engineers have identified a few potential areas for improvement on the current drive
system. Currently the gears are always engaged, even when the walker is in passive mode, creating drag on the
walker. Over the course of a day this drag could add additional stress to a patient or tire them out sooner. It is
recommended that this drag be eliminated. Two possibilities have arisen in brainstorming sessions. The first is a
clutch system. The other would be to put the motor on a slide so the pinion gear is able to slide and back out of
contact with the gear.
In the drive mode there is significant noise when the motors turn. While a decent portion of the noise is
from the motor itself, sound is also generated by the beveled gear set. This noise should be minimized. The
recommendation of this team is to use a set of helical beveled gears.
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HIGH LEVEL SYSTEM DESIGN

Figure 11: Electrical Block Diagram
The block diagram in Figure 11 illustrates how each subsystem is integrated as a whole. The main
processing is done by the Single Board Computer (SBC) and lower level processing is done on a single Arduino
Mega 2560. The main inputs of the system are all of the various sensors used in navigation, vitals collection, and
microphone array. The output of the system is the data collected and processed by the vitals’ sensors and sent to a
main “hub” where a medical expert can observe a patient’s status.
Processor Selection
The restrictions when selecting a main computer for processing were the requirements for using the Kinect
for Windows. A Windows 7 machine with a 2.66GHz i7 core was recommended to use the full power of the Kinect.
After knowing the processor restrictions, the goals of selecting a computer were fan-less design for no noise,
maximum number of interfacing options to allow for future expandability of more sensors, and have a high
temperature rating because the computer would be placed inside of a closed bag with little air flow. The computer
that best met these goals was the Nuvo 1003 Extended Temperature Single Board Computer from Logic Supply.
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Figure 12: System Software Flowchart
There are two distinct components of software on our Smart Walker application platform. The Arduino
platform is responsible for programming the motor controllers, communicating with the IMU and reading the force
and strain sensors. The main platform/application runs on the SBC and handles the initial application startup, the
entering of various commands, and the wireless communication of the application. We are able to connect to the
SBC and start the application through another PC, which is on the same network, and remotely connect in.
The main application is written in C# and uses the Visual Studio development environment. This
application is run on the SBC, which provides the active connections to the other various peripherals - Arduino
Mega, web camera, etc. The Arduino application is written in a C like language that the Arduino language is based
on.
Upon starting the application the user is presented with a console and a prompt to enter commands. By
typing in an invalid command or help, the user can see a list of the possible commands that are valid to be entered.
The list of possible commands is:
 Navigation [degree]
 Force
 Strain
 Thermal
 Wireless
 Mic
Each of these commands activates a different subsystem of the smart walker and performs a specific task. By
having these different “commands” we can have a common interface for each of the subsystems to enter into, thus
making it easier and more consistent when creating additional commands or modifying existing ones. The
commands are outlined below in detail.
Navigation [degree]
The navigation command takes in and angle from 0-360, going clockwise, which represents the direction of
noise that the walker detected. The walker then uses the IMU to calculate its current relative angle by sending a
serial command to the Arduino. This tells the Arduino to communicate over I2C with the IMU and calculates the
current tilt compensated heading using the magnetometer. The command looks like the following:
D (1-byte char)
The IMU calculates the heading after an initial calibration by using the values from both the accelerometer
and the magnetometer. These values create a horizontal plane that the current direction vector can be projected
onto, and then the angle between this horizontal vector and the North vector is what is returned as the relative angle
the IMU is facing in relation to the North vector. These calculations are done with the help of the LSM303 library .
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The Arduino then sends this value in degrees back to the SBC. The SBC then uses the relative angle sent
from the IMU along with the degree inputted by the user to calculate the angle that it needs to get to, according to
the IMU. The SBC sends a serial command to the Arduino, which tells the Arduino to go into Navigation mode:
N (1-byte char)
The SBC then sends the Arduino a follow up command about what speed it wishes the motors to move:
11212 (5-byte char sequence)
The Arduino reads this sequence of characters and parses is out in the following order. The first character
represents the mode that the motors should be operating for this sequence of time, in the above case this is
represented by the character ‘1’. The possible inputs for the mode are as follow:
1 – Forward Mode (Kinect facing forward)
2 – Reverse Mode (Kinect facing backward)
3 – Swivel Right Mode (For getting to the initial degree direction to head in)
4 – Swivel Left Mode (For getting to the initial degree direction to head in)
5 – Stop Mode (Stops both motors and waits for a further command)
Next, the Arduino parses out the remaining four characters in two different sequences, the first two together
and then the last two together. These two values represent the left and right motor ticks that we would like the
encoders to be reading while the motors are moving. The Arduino takes these two values and compares it to the
actual reading of the encoders, and then either increases or decreases the speed of the motors until it these values
become equal. A table of estimated values of speed based on the number of ticks is in the Navigation section of this
paper.
Once the swivel mode is entered and the motors are started, the SBC and the Arduino are constantly
communicating with each other about the IMU heading value in degrees and comparing it to the initial input value
of the direction to begin moving in. Once these values match, the Arduino is send a command to stop the motors
and then sent a follow up command to being the navigation routine.
Wireless
The wireless command is responsible to taking all of the previously recorded vitals values, parsing them
into xml, and then sending this file off over the Internet to a destination to be analyzed later. The wirelesss
command contains a list of all of the vitals objects checked since the start of the program, and takes out each object
in this list converts it to its XML representation and then adds it to the overall XML document to be sent over the
Internet.
Power Distribution
The design of the power distribution board had three goals: provide a board which connects to the batteries
to distribute the power to the sensors, provide protection for the sensors being used by the board, and provide
regulation circuits for the sensors and circuits that required voltages other than 12VDC. The power board provides
+12VDC, +5VDC through an LM317 voltage regulator, and -5VDC through an ADM660 CMOS SwitchedCapacitor Voltage Converter. Fuses are used for protection and switches are used to control the main power and the
motor controller power.
The power requirements for this project specified for the navigation subsystem to run for one hour, the
vitals subsystem to run for 6 hours, and the microphone array subsystem to run for 48 hours all over a two day
period without having to recharge the batteries. By estimating the average current draw from each subsystem, two
NiMH batteries were purchased with specifications of 12VDC at 13Ahrs per battery. These batteries were
connected to the power board in parallel for a total of 26Ahr. Once the sensors are better programmed, it will be
possible to remove one of the batteries which will in turn remove a significant amount of weight and space for other
future expansions.
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NAVIGATION SYSTEM DESIGN
Motor Control
The Arduino Mega is used as the microcontroller for speed control. PWM signals are sent to the
Lynxmotion Sabertooth 2x12 motor controller, which interprets each independently to control the left and right
motors. The limits of operation are 1ms to 2ms with 1.5ms being stop, 1ms full reverse, and 2ms full forward. The
encoders are fed back into the Arduino and polled every 10ms. A target amount of ticks is set earlier in the program
and the ensuing code after the polling corrects the PWM value using closed loop feedback to try and match the
target encoder ticks.
Kinect Integration
Obstacle Avoidance

Figure 13: Obstacle Avoidance Flowchart
When the Kinect starts, it is in “level” position and the camera begins to run. For the future, the start-up
code for the Kinect should be more complex. Specifically, the Kinect should be programmed to look upwards and
scan, to look downwards and scan, and then finally to be set to “level” before the rest of the code will run. The
reason for directing the Kinect all the way up and then all the way down is to see as much of the space in front of the
walker as possible. Since the Kinect is told to rely on just its “level” setting, the Kinect can miss obstacles directly in
front of the top and in front of the bottom of the walker. The code to tilt the Kinect up, capture images, tilt the
Kinect down, capture images, and tilt the Kinect back to “level” is already in the Kinect programming, but it is
commented out. For the full functionality to be correctly implemented, this code first needs to be uncommented.
Then, code will have to be added that interprets what the Kinect is looking at differently depending on where the
Kinect is currently tilted. For example, if the Kinect is tilted down, the floor will be really close and the current
Kinect code will interpret the floor as an obstacle that needs to be avoided. Instead, when tilted down the Kinect
would have to know the difference between the floor and an obstacle on the floor that will block the walker.
The “level” position of the Kinect is set to 9 degrees above horizontal because at a level lower than this, the
ground in front of the walker will be within the range at which the Kinect decides that something that it sees is an
obstacle to the walker. If desired, the Kinect's level setting could be placed at a lower angle if programming was
added that would instruct the Kinect to ignore the floor but still recognize obstacles on the floor.
Once the Kinect reaches its level position it begins to capture depth frames using its infrared camera in
which each pixel in the 320 x 240 images represent the distance between the Kinect and the nearest object at the
pixel location. The Kinect was originally programmed to capture 30 frames per second, but after witnessing the
Kinect camera feed stalling at the 30 FPS rate, the rate was lowered to 15FPS.
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As the Kinect runs, the four most recent frames that it has completed are saved in a queue. Four frames are
being saved because part of the requirements for a location in front of the Kinect to be considered blocked by an
obstacle is that it must have been blocked for all of the four most recent frames, including the current frame. When
the Kinect completes a frame, the oldest of the four saved frames is replaced with the newest frame.
Each time the Kinect finishes a valid depth frame, each depth value in the frame is looked at one at a time.
In this loop, the horizontal and vertical angles of the current pixel in the depth frame with respect to the center of the
frame are calculated in radians. These angles are required so that the program can see if an object is actually in front
of the walker rather than above or to the side of the walker. If an object is not actually in front of the walker, the
obstacle avoidance algorithm ignores the object. The horizontal and vertical angles of the current depth pixel are
also needed for the mapping algorithm.
There is an “emergency threshold” that is set at 1.1 meters. The purpose behind this threshold is to notify
the main program of the walker that the walker is getting dangerously close to an object. If an object is within the
1.1 meter threshold, then the walker should make a quick pivot turn. 1.1 meters was chosen for the emergency
threshold value because this distance gave the walker enough time to successfully complete a pivot turn before
hitting an object.
There is also an “obstacle threshold” that is set to 1.85 meters. When the Kinect sees an obstacle within this
threshold but not within the emergency threshold, it means that the obstacle is not close enough to demand a quick
turn, but that the walker should still start to turn slowly. 1.85 meters is the threshold for two reasons. First, 1.85
meters is close enough that the Kinect will not consider the floor as an obstacle when the Kinect is at its 9 degree
level position. Second, 1.85 meters was found to give the walker enough space to notice an obstacle that lies
perpendicular to the direction of travel and to turn before hitting that same obstacle.
If a depth pixel is within either of these thresholds, the previous pixel is checked to see if it was also within
the same threshold. If this depth pixel is also too close, then the two depth pixels above these pixels are also
checked. Furthermore, if all four of these pixels are found to be within the same threshold, then the same four depth
pixels from the three previous frames are checked. Only if all twelve of these pixels are also within the same
threshold as the first four depth pixels will it be decided that the current frame shows that there is an obstacle in
front of the walker. The reason that a block of four pixels is required is so that any noise that is the size of only one
or two pixels will not throw off the obstacle avoidance algorithm. Also, the purpose of requiring all three of the
previous frames to show the same obstacle is so the obstacle avoidance algorithm will ignore any object that is
quickly moving across the view of the Kinect. These fast moving objects will soon be out of the frame and will no
longer be obstacles anyway, so the algorithm should ignore them.
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Mapping

Figure 14: Mapping Flowchart
The program has an overhead map that is stored in a 2000 x 2000 2D matrix. Each value stored in this map
represents a 2cm x 2cm square of the floor, because this is a resolution that allows the map to have sufficient detail
while still keeping the size of the matrix that stores the map within a reasonable size. The dimensions of the map's
matrix was set to 2000 so that the walker would be able to move at least 20 meters in any direction without reaching
the end of the map's bounds..
Similar to the “emergency threshold” and the “obstacle threshold” there is also a “mapping threshold”. This
threshold, which is set to 2.0 meters, is the distance within which the Kinect will map any objects that it sees. 2.0
meters is the value that was chosen for this threshold because it is short enough that the distance is well within the
range at which the Kinect can provide reliable depth readings, and because 2.0 meters is long enough that important
objects in front of the Kinect will be mapped.
There are two phases in the mapping algorithm. First, as the program goes through each of the pixels of the
Kinect's most recent depth frame, the mapping algorithm updates a 320 x 2 array. If a pixel is within the mapping
threshold, the first position in the index of the array that corresponds to the column of the current depth pixel is set
1. This represents the presence of something to map in that column. Also, the pixel is saved as an obstacle on the
map when it is within the mapping threshold. The second position of each of the 320 indexes represents the smallest
depth value of an object in that column of the depth image.
The second phase of the mapping algorithm occurs at the end of each frame. The algorithm goes through
each of the columns of the 320 x 2 array that was created in the first phase, and for each of the columns the program
looks at all possible depth values in increments of 2cm. After calculating the X and Y coordinates, along with the
angle of the depth value that is currently being looked at, the mapping algorithm decides what to store in the current
position of the map. If the column that is being looked at has an object somewhere in it, free space will be marked
on the map up to the minimum distance to an object in the column. An obstacle will then be marked on the map at
the minimum depth value, and all non-obstacle locations on the map behind the obstacle will remain unchanged. On
the other hand, if the column that is currently being looked at does not have an obstacle within it, then every location
on the map that corresponds to the column is appropriately marked as free space.
Printing a Map
The ability to print the map that is created by the mapping algorithm was added to provide a visual
representation of what the map contains. The code for printing the map was put entirely into one method so that the
main program could print the map whenever it needed to.

Theorectical Calculations
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Testing of the speed control of the motors yielded good data. The theoretical speeds of the wheels based on
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the values from the encoders are shown first. A plot of the speed
encoder ticks
per 10ms is also
shown.
0.9
1.411
211.583
3385.325
A linear best fit line reveals the equation that relates the speed to the encoder ticks per 10ms.
1

1.567

235.092

Theorectical Calculations
8 inches
4 inches
25.13274123 inches
0.638048 meters

Gear Ratio from Motor
To wheel gears
Gear Ratio from Wheel
Gears to Wheel
Total Gear Ratio
Encoder Ticks per Motor
Revolution
Encoder Ticks per Wheel
Revolution

50
3
150

1.2

1
Speed [m/s]

Diameter
Radius
Circumference
Circumference

Theoretical Speed vs Target Encoder
Ticks Input
y = 0.0266x

0.8
0.6

0.4
0.2

0
0.000

5.000 10.000 15.000 20.000 25.000 30.000 35.000 40.000

16

Encoder Ticks per 10 ms

2400

Meters per encoder tick
0.0002659
Millimeters per encoder tick 0.265853333
tick/m
3761.4724910979

When empirically testing the speed control of the motors, the data and graph show the results. The percent error
between theoretical and measured results based on the best fit line equations is 1.879%, primarily attributed to
human errors in the data collection process.
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Actual Calculations
Average
Target
Speed Value
Time
Encoder Ticks with No Load elapsed [s]
9
1710
60
10
1725
60
11
1740
60
12
1770
60
13
1790
60
14
1800
60
15
1820
60
16
1830
60
17
1845
60
18
1865
60
19
1880
60
20
1895
60

Revolutions of
Wheel [rev]
22
25
27
30
33
35
38
40
43
45
48
50

Distance [m]
14.037
15.951
17.227
19.141
21.056
22.332
24.246
25.522
27.436
28.712
30.626
31.902

Speed [m/s]
0.234
0.266
0.287
0.319
0.351
0.372
0.404
0.425
0.457
0.479
0.510
0.532

Measured Speed vs Input Encoder Ticks
0.550
y = 0.0271x - 0.0072

0.500

Speed [m/s]

0.450
0.400

0.350
0.300
0.250
0.200

7

9

11

13

15

17

19

21

Encoder Ticks

When testing the navigation wandering software, it was observed that on certain floors, like thin carpeting, the
wheels of the walker have trouble gripping the surface resulting in slipping and skidding, particularly when trying to
accelerate. The quick solution to this problem was to spray a compound on the wheels which provide grip and
traction to many surfaces.
In usage of the walker it was proven that the need to mobilize the walker has been met. During the design
of walker specific needs were defined. These included the need to move at a speed of half a meter per second and to
be able to climb a handicapped ramp. It has been proven through calculation using the encoders that it is possible to
travel slightly above 0.5 m/s. The walker was also driven up the ramp in the Engineering Learning Center.
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Vitals
BMI Sensor:
A body mass index (BMI) sensor was considered in the redesign of the walker, in order to measure the
user’s BMI and body fat percentage. Various BMI sensors were inspected and analyzed in order to find one capable
of implementation with the target walker design.
The internal circuits of each sensor were carefully inspected in order to determine the time required to
reverse-engineer the sensors to a reusable state. It was determined that in order to properly utilize either of the BMI
sensors for the project, too much time would be required. This was due to the amount of work already set out for
necessary milestones.
Strain Gauge Pre-Amplification:
The customer desired that the user’s “use tendencies” be tracked. The team’s solution to this was to mount
strain gauges at strategic locations in order to measure the force that the user places on the walker’s frame. Pressure
can be converted into using the appropriate strain gauge techniques. A strain gauge is a resistive element which,
when mounted onto a surface, changes in length when bent. When stretched or compressed, the gauge changes
resistance. A voltage is then put across the gauge and measured against a known voltage in order to measure force.
This allows the gauge to convert force into an electrical variable.
The changes in resistance of each gauge is miniscule, so in order to read and process the information, the
differences between the known voltage and the voltage obtained from the strain gauges need to be amplified. The
amplification circuit used for the strain gauges was designed using a lecture from Walt Kester[1]. The circuit is
designed with a Wheatstone bridge in order to compare two voltage values: 1) a constant voltage between two
resistors which hold the same resistance value as the strain gauges when under no strain and 2) the varying voltage
between two strain gages, one on the stretching side and one on the compressing side.
The AD620 IC is an amplifier whose gain can be decided by using a single resistor. This particular
amplifier was used due to its precision, low power consumption, and its ability to change gains easily. Figure XX3
shows the schematic for the circuit.
There were a number of issues in implementing the strain gauges for the Smart Walker. The first main issue
was that the simulations would only line up with hardware on very situational occasions. This is likely due to the
fact that the strain gauges do not change very much in resistance and that the amplifiers are extremely sensitive.
When combined, this could easily throw off any simulated calculations for the output of the original circuit.
In order to cope with these issues, a potentiometer was added in order to adjust the signal to be compared at
the beginning of the second stage so that the amplified signal would be measured properly.

Figure 15: Strain Gauge Amplification Schematic
Force Sensor
FlexiForce sensors were placed on the handles of the walker in order to measure the amount of grip on the
handles. The FlexiForce sensor is used in place of a resistor in an amplifying circuit. This sensor was chosen due to
its reliability and its capability to easily fit when placed on the walker. Figure xx4 shows the layout of the circuit.
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Figure 16: Force Sensor Layout
Vitals Programming:
To calculate the heart rate of the user, a supplied algorithm was used along with a standard Logitech C310
HD webcam, which was connected to the SBC using USB. The algorithm was developed in the Rochester Institute
of Technology Communications Laboratory by Dr. Tsouri and his research students and was written in Matlab. In
order to use this algorithm in our system, an executable file was created using the Matlab compiler. This executable
file first accesses the webcam and creates a thirty second .avi file with a frame rate of 15 frames per second. Once
the video is created, the actual algorithm is called using the newly recorded video to calculate and output the heart
rate of the user. This executable is currently usable on any system that has Matlab installed and is running version
7.11 of the Matlab compiler. This has to do with the fact that the executable had to be created on the computer in the
Communications Laboratory and that is currently the version of the compiler that it is running. Once the executable
finishes running, it simply writes out the user's heart rate in beats per minute to a file along with a time stamp so that
it can be read in by the main program and properly stored or outputted.
Measuring the temperature of the user was accomplished using the OSXL-101 Thermal Imager, along with
a program written to use the Omega software provided with the Thermal Imager. The thermal imager uses a 48x47
array of thermopiles and is connected to the SBC using an Ethernet cable. The program starts by initiating the
OSXL-101 software and initializing the Thermal Imager. Once that it complete, the program navigates through the
software using key binds in order to take a zone trend of a previously determined area which contains the face of the
user. This result is then saved out to a file which can be read and parsed by the main program in order to extract the
temperature of the user's face as well as the time stamp associated with this temperature. This information may then
be stored for later use or outputted immediately.

Microphone Arrays
The microphone arrays consist of four linear arrays of 8 microphones on a board. Although it is possible to
detect a fall with just a 2-microphone linear arrangement, increasing the number will drastically decrease the
probability of error. As the result of previous research and development performed at RIT for the NSF project
entitled UGALS [1], a 2-dimensional array has been created and tested to provide accurate sound localization with a
SNR of approximately 25 dB. Using a similar arrangement, the boards were designed. An array will be located on
the front bar, both sides, and the rear bar of the walker, for a coverage of 360 degrees surrounding the walker.An
MSP430F5507 microcontroller will be programmed to capture and store all samples from different location
channels, representing degrees of rotation around the walker.
SAMPLE INDEX CALCULATIONS

There will be a total of 8 microphones in each array, with a spacing of 0.03 m between each. Since sound
waves propagate as parallel lines, the sound source reaches each successive microphone at different times. The time
delay between each microphone is represented by tD. The distance D represents the distance the sound wave travels
during the delay between M8 and M7. It can be calculated as D equals t D times CS, where CS represents the speed of
sound (340.29 m/s). With this distance and the spacing between M7 and M8, the Azimuthal angle can be calculated
using the law of cosines.
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θ = cos-1(D / 0.03 m) = cos-1(tD * CS / 0.03 m)
θ = cos-1(tD * 340.29 / 0.03)
By presetting these delay times, we can "steer" the array towards any direction we want. According to the
time delays for specific angular directions around the walker, indices corresponding to samples in storage can be
calculated. These sample indices are used to determine which sample for each successive microphone needs to be
extracted from memory. This process can be completed for all angles of direction around the walker.
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF SAMPLES

In order to calculate the maximum number of samples needed for each microphone, we must look at the
case in which sound enters the array broadside, or at 0/180 degrees. Since the speed of sound is 340.29 m/s and the
distance between each microphone is 3 cm, we can calculate the time it takes sound waves to propagate from one
microphone to the next by dividing, to get 88.16 microseconds.
Using a sample frequency of 9.37 kHz multiplied by both the time to travel between microphones (88.16
μs) and the number of remaining microphones (7), it can be determined hat approximately 6 samples are needed.
DAUGHTERBOARD - 4 ARRAYS TO 1 CENTRAL CONTROLLER

The daughterboard serves a few purposes:
 Combines all microphone array outputs into a single USB connection for the SBC.
 Regulates 12 volt battery source to a stable 3.3 volt source used for all components on the microphone
arrays with the MIC2920 Voltage Regulator [4].
 Hosts the microcontroller, which communicates between the 4 microphone arrays to send serial data to
SBC.
ARRAY AND DAUGHTERBOARD PCB

A pair of microphones can be connected on the same output line and configured to operate in stereo. This
configuration was utilized for all 8 microphones.

Figure 17: Microphones 1 and 2 (MK1 and MK2, respectively)

Figure 18: U8 - Microcontroller, U9 - Oscillator, J1 - 4 pin connector for SOMI, SIMO and power supply
connections, J2 - JTAG Connector, and other necessary components
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Figure 19: WS buffer for microphone array. U5 - U7 are the Texas Instruments SN74LVC1G125 single
buffer

Figure 20: Daughterboard PCB Layout
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